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In a quantum communication network, links represent entanglement between qubits located at
different nodes. Even if two nodes are not directly linked by shared entanglement, communication
channels can be established between them via quantum routing protocols. However, in contrast to
classical communication networks, each communication event removes all participating links along
the communication path, disrupting the quantum network. Here, we propose a simple model, where
randomly selected pairs of nodes communicate through shortest paths. Each time such a path is
used, all participating links are eliminated, leading to a correlated percolation process that we call
“path percolation.” We study path percolation both numerically and analytically and present the
phase diagram of the steady states as a function of the rate at which new links are being added to the
quantum communication network. As a key result, the steady state is found to be independent from
the initial network topology when new link are added randomly between disconnected components.
We close by discussing extensions of path percolation and their potential applications.

The prospect of a quantum Internet heralds a signifi-
cant shift from classical to quantum communication [1].
The latter facilitates applications such as quantum cryp-
tography [2], super-dense coding [3], and cloud quantum
computing [4], promising unprecedented security and
efficiency beyond the scope of its classical counterpart.
Yet, in contrast to classical communication, quantum
communication demands both classical channels and en-
tanglement [5]—a critical quantum resource [6] that must
be established, stored (if quantum memories are available
[7]), and consumed during quantum communication [8].
Here, we consider a large-scale quantum communication
network of N users (nodes). In such a network, each link
denotes a perfectly entangled pair (ebit) established be-
tween two nodes. As N increases, it will quickly become
unfeasible to add a direct link to every pair of nodes [9].
In the case when two nodes do not share a direct link but
rather a path comprising several links, these links are
all consumed by entanglement swapping [10] when the
two nodes communicate one qubit of information. As a
result, the consumption of ebits occurs not per link, but
per path, suggesting that communication of 1 qubit incurs
a significant resource cost of l ebits, where l is the length
of the (potentially shortest) path between two uniformly
randomly chosen nodes, both of which must be within
the same connected component. The inherent removal
of paths departs from random link failures [11] or edge-
cut attacks [12], resulting in a dynamic fragmentation
process that we term as “path percolation.” In this work,
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we explore the problem of path percolation, focusing on
addressing the following related questions: (i) how many
pairs of nodes can communicate before the network falls
apart? (ii) if we allow link replenishment, i.e., α ≥ 1
links are generated in the network per time step, then
what are the possible steady states of the system?

To address question (i), we observe that without link
generation, realistically sparse quantum communication
network topologies are highly susceptible to path perco-
lation, causing them to fragment quickly. This vulnera-
bility underscores the importance of link replenishment,
leading us to question (ii): we find that the network
topology can evolve into different phases, depending on
the value of α. For small α, the network enters a discon-
nected “DOWN” phase, whereas for large α, it undergoes
a transition to a connected “UP” phase. This dynamic
behavior leads to a phase diagram, where the transition
boundary varies based on the physical implementation of
link generation in the quantum communication network.

For instance, in an optical fiber implementation, the
network topology is fixed. The fragility of quantum en-
tanglement limits its establishment to ∼ 102 km through
optical fibers [15], allowing link generation only for
neighboring pairs. Conversely, in satellite architectures,
photon loss and turbulence predominantly occur in the
lower ∼ 10 km of the atmosphere [16]. Hence, links
can be added with some probability between any pair
of nodes at a much larger range, typically ∼ 103 km [16],
as we discuss in more detail later. Although the future
structure of large-scale quantum networks is unknown,
it will be of substantial complexity [17], likely emerging
from a synergy of technologies, combining satellite links
with optical fibers [18, 19]. Even with all the unknowns,
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FIG. 1: Quantum communication network. (a) Path
removal. Communication of 1 qubit costs l ebits of
entanglement, where l is the path length between the
two users. (b) Link generation. Links are regenerated
by optical fibers or satellites to replenish entanglement.
(c) The network availability η, i.e., the number of pairs
that can still communicate, as a function of time. Sparse
initial network topologies, including uniform spanning
tree (UST), two-dimensional honeycomb lattice (2D
Hex), Erdős–Rényi (ER) (average degree ⟨k⟩ = 2.0),
and a “Micius”-satellite-based [13] synthetic network [14]
(parameters: N = 103, Rrec = 0.75 m, η = 0.1,
R = 1.8 × 103 km, and np = 50 photons), disintegrate
rapidly in fewer than N time steps. On the contrary, a
complete graph dismantles after ∼ N2 time steps. Each
curve represents an average of 100 samples. Error bands
represent one standard error.

it is reasonable to consider the case of allocating resources
efficiently for link generation. Since adding links within
a connected component does not increase the number of
communicable user pairs, we strategically limit the gener-
ation of links to those that connect separate components,
serving as a “cross-linking” scheme of link replenishment.

Our key finding is that under the cross-linking scheme,
the final steady-state network topology remains indepen-
dent of the initial topology, whether in the “DOWN”
or “UP” phase. The components consistently exhibit a
random-tree-like structure, characterized by the scaling
relation l ∼

√
s, where s is the component size. More-

over, at the transition between the two phases the link
generation rate is found to scale as α∗ ∼

√
N .

Path percolation.—We consider the following model
comprising two steps: (i) Communication [Fig. 1(a)]: At
each time step, a pair of nodes are uniformly randomly
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FIG. 2: “Cross-linking” replenishment scheme. Only
links connecting separate components are generated.
(a) Steady states with both path removal and a link
generation rate α > 1, starting from a uniform spanning
tree (UST) initial topology (N = 103). (b) Variations in
α result in distinct steady states. Each curve represents
an average of 100 samples. Error bands/bars represent
one standard error. An ER initial topology (N = 103,
⟨k⟩ = 2.0) is also depicted, showing results identical
to those from UST initial topology. (c) Phase diagram
of path percolation using the cross-linking scheme. In
the connected phase (yellow), the link generation rate

adheres to α∗ ∼
√
N (red dashed line). (d) Steady

states for networks of increasing size N . As the size
increases, the transition becomes sharper near the thresh-
old, α∗/

√
N ≈ 1.036.

selected (communication rate = 1 qubit/time step). If
the pair cannot communicate, another pair is selected
until a suitable pair is found. Then, a path connecting
the two nodes is selected, with all participating links
removed, marking a communication event. To optimize
resource usage, we select the path randomly among
all shortest paths connecting the two nodes. (ii) Link
generation [Fig. 1(b)]: At each time step, α links are
uniformly randomly selected, and sequentially placed
for the set of node pairs where the two nodes are in
different components of the network (link generation rate
= α ebit/time step). We first consider the case α = 0.
Note that α < 1 cannot lead to a nontrivial steady
state, as in each step more links are being removed than
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generated.
As an order parameter to quantify the connectivity of

the quantum network, we examine the network availabil-
ity η, given by the fraction of pairs of users that are
connected and thus can communicate:

η =

∞∑
s=1

N(s)
s(s− 1)

N(N − 1)
=

⟨s⟩ − 1

N − 1
(1)

where N(s) = Nv(s) is the number of connected compo-
nents of size s, and thus v(s) the number of components
per site, such that

∑
s sv(s) = 1. Here, ⟨s⟩ =

∑
s s

2v(s)
is the mean component size per site, a quantity often
considered for Bernoulli percolation [20]. In Fig. 1(c) we
show the network availability as a function of a network
of size N across various initial network topologies. In
the unrealistic scenario of a complete graph of N nodes,
where all nodes were directly connected, there would be
no deviation from the usual link removal scenario until
the removal of longer paths becomes prevalent. There-
fore, the complete graph falls apart at the point where
∼ N2 qubits of information have been communicated.
In contrast, practical quantum satellite networks [14]
already dismantle after communicating < N qubits
[Fig. 1(c)]. Moreover, even at the initial topology of the
quantum satellite architecture, only < 80% of the pairs
can communicate, as not all users are part of the giant
connected component. Sparser random networks, like
Erdős–Rényi (ER) random graphs with a finite average
degree, ⟨k⟩, show qualitatively similar behavior. Two-
dimensional network topologies—motivated by optical
fiber-based two-dimensional grid-like architectures—also
dismantle long before communicating ∼ N qubits. As
the most extreme case of sparsity, tree-like quantum
networks [e.g., uniform spanning trees (USTs)] become
macroscopically fragmented already after communicating
the very first qubit.

Once link generation with α > 1 is turned on, the
steady state η depends on α [Fig. 2(a)]. In general, we
expect two phases in the steady state [Fig. 2(b)]: i) a
disconnected “DOWN” phase with small α and η ≪ 1;
and ii) a connected “UP” phase, with large α and 1−η ≪
1. Notably, both phases are found to be independent of
the initial topology (e.g., UST vs. ER). By considering
various network sizes N , we determine the transitional
threshold α∗ as a function of N , finding a power-law
scaling α∗ ∼

√
N [Fig. 2(c)]. Indeed, in Fig. 2(d), we

see that the η vs. α/
√
N curve becomes sharper as N

increases, intersecting at around α∗/
√
N ≈ 1.036(10).

Our scheme of generating links exclusively between
separate components ensures that the steady state is
always a forest, consisting only of tree-like components
[Fig. 3(a)]. In the DOWN phase, typically more than
α + 1 components exist, allowing the addition of all α
links in each step; while in the UP phase, the largest
component size smax is comparable to N , and thus it
is not always possible to add all α links in each step.
The tree-like components lead to a key observation: for
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FIG. 3: Tree-like components in the steady state, starting
with an ER initial topology of α = 10.0. (a) Snapshot of
the steady state. (b) In the steady state (N = 103), all
components exhibit tree-like behavior, i.e., the average
characteristic path length ℓ scales as ℓ ∼

√
s. This plot

shows a collection of 10 samples for each α. Error bars
represent one standard error. (c) Length distribution
of the paths removed in the steady state (N = 103).
The solid line indicates theoretical prediction from the
generalized Smoluchowski equation.

each component of size s, its typical path length l is
proportional to

√
s [Fig. 3(b)]. Such a scaling is the char-

acteristic of random trees [21], describing many generic
network topologies such as the UST. This random tree
assumption facilitates our theoretical analysis presented
next.

Theoretical Analysis.—In the disconnected DOWN
phase, the size of the largest component, smax, is con-
strained by the parameter α. This is because the length
of the shortest paths is proportional to

√
smax, and the

generation of links must compensate for the removal of an
equivalent number of links, leading to α∗ ∼ √

smax. If we
assume that the critical threshold is located at smax ∼ N ,
it follows that α∗ ∼

√
N , aligning with our simulation

results [Fig. 2(c)].

Following path percolation analytically is a challenging
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task, as it is a non-local process that depends sensitively
on the network topology of each cluster. Yet, at least
in the disconnected phase—where clusters are typically
small—we can describe the process using a generalized
Smoluchowski equation [22], which follows the change in
the distribution of component sizes at each step. We find
that the solution of v(s) by the Smoluchowski equation
(SI, Section 2) closely matches the simulation results

[Fig. 4(a)] and only deviates when α ∼
√
N , i.e., as the

network transitions into the connected phase [Fig. 4(b)].
From Fig. 4(a), we further derive the distribution of the
resource cost l per step in the steady state of the DOWN
phase, which is given by p(l) ∼

∑
s s(s− 1)v(s)pUST(l|s)

(SI, Section 4). Here, pUST(l|s) is the path length
distribution of a UST of size s (SI, Section 1). The
theoretical prediction agrees with simulations [Fig. 3(c)].

In particular, at the critical threshold, the Smolu-
chowski solution is consistent with a power-law tail, as
long as τ < 3. With this ansatz, the Smoluchowski
equation implies (SI, Section 3)

α∗ ≃ 3− τ

7− 2τ
ζ

Å
3

2

ã√
N, (2)

where ζ(s) is the Riemann zeta function. As a key result,
by considering the fourth moment of v(s), we find that
the critical exponent τ is initially close to 2 when α is
small (∼ N0). Yet, as α → N1/2, it approaches τ = 9/4.
The theoretical predictions for τ are consistent with the
simulation results in both regimes [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)].
Note, however, that substituting τ = 9/4 into Eq. (2)

yields α∗ ≃ 0.783
√
N , slightly off the simulation data

in Fig. 2(c). This is expected, as fluctuations (including
rare large clusters and their topology) become important
at the transition point.

Further link replenishment schemes.—We have shown
that, within the “cross-linking” scheme, the steady state
v(s) is insensitive to initial conditions. However, v(s)
might still depend sensitively on different link replen-
ishment schemes. As an alternative, we first explore a
more realistic “downlink” scheme that utilizes satellite-
to-ground downlink channels, taking into account tur-
bulent contributions and trajectory inclination [23]. We
model the service area as a territorial disk-shaped region
directly below the satellite [14]. Nodes are randomly
distributed within this disk. Akin to the cross-linking
scheme, the probability Πij of establishing a link between
two nodes i and j is nonzero only if the two nodes are
from separate components, in which case it is given by
Πij = 1 − (1− pipj)

np , with np set at 50 photons for
link attempts [14]. The probability pi (pj) that a photon
from the satellite reaches a node depends on the node’s
distance from the disk’s center, with closer nodes having
a higher probability of establishing a link [14].

As Fig. 4(c) shows, when α ≪
√
N , v(s) adheres to

the theory, implying the generality of the Smoluchowski
dynamics beyond purely random link generation. How-
ever, at α ∼

√
N , the network availability η under the
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FIG. 4: Steady-state component size distribution v(s)
compared between theoretical predictions (lines) and
simulations (dots) with UST initial topology (N = 103).

(a) For α ≪
√
N , the theoretical prediction matches

simulation results, both following a power law v(s) ∼ s−2

with an exponential cutoff. (b) For α ∼
√
N , the

theoretical prediction fails to match v(s) but correctly
predicts the power law behavior v(s) ∼ s−9/4 near
the critical threshold (α∗ ≈ 30). (c) A more realistic
downlink link replenishment scheme, where peripheral
nodes have less chance to connect [14]. For α ≪

√
N ,

theoretical predictions remain accurate. However, at
α = α∗, the downlink scheme achieves higher network
availability (η ≈ 0.62) than the random cross-linking
scheme (η ≈ 0.45). (d) A random scheme that also allows
adding “redundant” links within components, potentially
forming shortcuts between users. Again, for α ≪

√
N ,

theoretical predictions match the simulations; however,
at α = α∗, the network availability increases to η ≈ 1.

downlink scheme is higher than random link generation
[Fig. 4(b)]. This indicates that while satellite downlinks
may be less effective at connecting peripheral nodes, they
provide significant connectivity advantages for nodes
near the center, offsetting the peripheral connectivity
limitations.

Another possible “redundancy” scheme is to allow
adding links within the same component, i.e., allow loops
in the network, as these redundant loops could poten-
tially reduce the path length l and thus the resource cost.
While this feature is uncommon for optical fiber connec-
tions, it may occur through satellite communication. As
Fig. 4(d) shows, adding loops within components does

not alter the component size distribution when α ≪
√
N ,

implying that the components may still be considered
tree-like. However, at α ∼

√
N , incorporating loops

is found to greatly enhance the network availability η
[Fig. 4(d)], compared to the cross-linking scheme.

Discussion.—Communication dynamics in quantum
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networks fundamentally differs from classical communi-
cation due to the presence of a unique physical resource
layer based on entanglement links, which are consumed
during communication. This is contrary to classical com-
munication, where encoding in classical electromagnetic
signals already encapsulates the information, without the
need for an additional layer [19]. The utilization of this
quantum-specific physical layer initiates a non-local path
percolation process that results in novel phenomena. We
have shown that generating new links with a finite rate
α leads to non-trivial, yet often inherently disconnected
steady states below a threshold α∗ ∼

√
N in a network

of N nodes. When generating links exclusively between
separate components, the steady state is independent
of the initial network topology and is found to be
a collection of tree components that closely resemble
uniform spanning trees (USTs). As a consequence, our
results indicate that in the steady state the resulting
network components of size s are not small-world, but
rather follow UST-like statistics (also seen in 2D), with
an average path length of l ∼

√
s. Counterintuitively,

adding links within the same component is found to boost
network availability for large enough values of α. These
findings emphasize the importance of strategic planning
in future quantum link generation schemes—potentially
drawing on the extensive literature on classical link
addition/recovery [24], but tailored to the new path
percolation context.

Our work can be extended in several directions. Al-
ready at α = 0, exploring the nature of the phase tran-
sition of how the network dismantles and the underlying
universality classes (if any) is an exciting problem even
on low-dimensional lattices. Similarly, further studies
are needed to understand the transition between the
connected and disconnected steady states as a function
of α. Note that just like in the case of the classical
Internet, future quantum communication protocols might
not strictly operate through shortest paths [25], but
even so shortest paths serve as an informative best-
case scenario. Exploring the impact of less efficient

routing protocols, that only use local information, is
another open challenge. Our model can be also extended
by considering alternative strategies for link generation.
For example, motivated by optical fiber infrastructures,
we could add links uniformly randomly from the list
of removed links from the initial configuration. Such
changes in the process are expected to lead to qualita-
tively different behavior.
In future applications, user engagement might also

be highly heterogeneous, as it is likely that instead
of randomly communicating with other users, most
users would typically want to connect to their critical
utilities, like banks and other service providers. Our
proposed framework can be generalized for arbitrary
heterogeneities in user behavior. Such situations also
call for policies to control which users are allowed to
communicate at any time, or how many requests a central
hub can satisfy.
Note.—Upon finalizing our manuscript, we became

aware of Ref. [26], which introduces shortest path per-
colation motivated by classical network problems, pre-
senting detailed results for Erdős–Rényi random graphs
in the lack of adding links, α = 0. Note that α > 0
is expected to be relevant also in the related classical
problems. One example could be adding intercontinental
flights to connect fragmented components (continents) in
airline networks, where path percolation is expected to
happen [26].
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Section 1: Random tree characteristics

Here, we consider uniform spanning trees (UST) con-
structed on N nodes using Wilson’s algorithm [27], but
we have also confirmed that the results remain the same
using the Aldous–Boulder algorithm [28]. For any tree
[Fig. 5(a)], the removal of any path of length l leads to
the fragmentation of the network into l+1 disconnected
components [Fig. 5(b)]. Given two randomly chosen
nodes in a UST of size N , the path length l between them
follows the Rayleigh distribution [29–32] in the large N
(continuum) limit,

pUST(l|N) ≃
(
l/σ2

)
e−l2/(2σ2), (11)

where σ ∼
√
N . For USTs sampled on a complete

graph KN , one expects exactly σ =
√
N , corresponding

to the Brownian continuum random tree [29–32], which
agrees with our simulations [Fig. 5(c)]. Thus, the average
number of components resulting from removing a path is∫ ∞

0

dl (l + 1) pUST(l|N) =

…
π

2
σ + 1 ∼

√
N. (12)

Furthermore, any fragmented components of a UST
can still be regarded as random trees, resulting from
a Galton–Watson branching process [33, 34]. Then,
the component size distribution follows critical Borel
distribution (in the N → ∞ limit), yielding

pUST(s) ∼ s−3/2 (13)

for large s. As for comparing pUST(s) with simulations,
we note that the 3/2 exponent on s is small enough to
disable self-averaging. Hence, we cannot test Eq. (13)
directly. Instead, we employ a different approach: we
count the number of components for each size s after
fragmenting the original UST, and then divide each
component count for size s by a global factor l + 1,
which is the total number of components resulting from
the fragmentation. This is to suppress the fluctuation
in pUST(s) resulting from very small components, which
can happen when the number of fragmented components
l + 1 is large. Our simulation analysis also agrees with
the Borel distribution for USTs [inset of Fig. 5(c)].

Finally, we consider r(s|s′), the average number of
s-components yielded by fragmenting an s′-component,
assuming that the s′-component is a UST. Note that
a UST of size s′ typically results in

√
s′ components

[Eq. (12)]. Therefore, we have

r(s|s′) ∼ (s′)
1/2

s−3/2. (14)

(a) (b)

(c)

0 1 2 3 4 5

ℓ /√N

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

p(
ℓ)

Rayleigh distribution

101 103
s

10−4

10−1

p(
s)

Borel distribution

FIG. 5: Single path removal on the uniform spanning
tree (UST). (a) We randomly and uniformly pick two
users (blue) connected by a path (dashed blue) from
a UST of 30 users. (b) The path connecting the two
users is removed, fragmenting the UST into several
components shown by different colors. (c) The path
length distribution in the UST follows the Rayleigh
distribution (N = 1000). The inset illustrates the
component size distribution after the removal of a single
path, adhering to the Borel distribution.

Section 2: Generalized Smoluchowski equation

Let v(s) be the number of s-components per site,
namely, Nv(s) is the total number of components of size
s in the network. The rate equation for v(s) is given by:

Nv(s, t+ 1)

= Nv(s, t)− [⟨s⟩ − 1]
−1

s (s− 1) v(s, t)

+ [⟨s⟩ − 1]
−1

∞∑
s′=s+1

s′ (s′ − 1) v(s′, t)r(s|s′)

+ α

s−1∑
s′=1

s′v(s′, t) (s− s′)
Nv(s− s′, t)− δ(s− 2s′)

N − s′

− α

∞∑
s′=1

s′v(s′, t)

Å
δ(s− s′) + s

Nv(s, t)− δ(s− s′)

N − s′

ã
,

(21)

where ⟨s⟩ =
∑∞

s=1 s
2v(s, t) is the mean component size

per site. The second term on the RHS of Eq. (22) is the
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probability of selecting an s-component and removing a
path from it. The third term is the rate of obtaining
an s-component by removing a path from a larger s′-
component, for which the conditional rate r(s|s′) is the
average number of s-components yielded from the s′-
component. The fourth term is the rate of picking two
components of sizes s′ and s−s′ and merging them into a
new s-component, and the last term is the rate of picking
an s-component for merging.

When α is small, we expect that v(∞, t) → 0 as t → ∞.
Thus, for 1 ≪ s ≪ N , Eq. (21) can be approximated as

Nv(s, t+ 1) = Nv(s, t)− ⟨s⟩−1
s2v(s, t)

+ ⟨s⟩−1
∞∑

s′=s+1

(s′)
2
v(s′, t)r(s|s′)

+ α

s−1∑
s′=1

s′v(s′, t) (s− s′) v(s− s′, t)

− 2αsv(s, t), (22)

where

r(s|s′) ≃ k(s′)
1/2

s−3/2, (23)

as given by Eq. (14) in Section 1. The normalization
coefficient k is to be fixed by the continuity condition of
the Smoluchowski equation.

To find the steady state, we introduce

f(s) =

®
sv(s,∞) s > 0

0 s ≤ 0
, (24)

which is the probability of selecting a node that belongs
to an s-component in the steady state. From Eq. (22),
we have

sf(s)− ks−3/2
∞∑

s′=s+1

(s′)
3/2

f(s′)

= α ⟨s⟩

(
s−1∑
s′=1

f(s′)f(s− s′)− 2f(s)

)
(25)

for s > 0. Next, we introduce an auxiliary function g(s):

g(s) =

®
s−3/2

∑∞
s′=s (s

′)
3/2

f(s′) s > 0

0 s ≤ 0
, (26)

as well as the generating functions (Laplace transforms)
of both f(s) and g(s):

X(t) =

∞∑
s=0

f(s)est =

∞∑
s=−∞

f(s)z−s,

Z(t) =

∞∑
s=0

g(s)est =

∞∑
s=−∞

g(s)z−s, (27)

where z = e−t corresponds to the traditional z-variable
in the Z transform. The Laplace transform of Eq. (25)
reads as

X ′(t) + kX(t)− kZ(t) = αX ′(0)
(
X2(t)− 2X(t)

)
,

(28)

where Z(t) follows the fractional differential equation,(
1− e−t

)
D

(3/2)
t Z(t) = D

(3/2)
t X(t)−D

(3/2)
t X(0).

(29)

Here, D
(r)
t is the Cressie–Borkent r-fractional derivative

operator [35] with respect to t, corresponding to

D
(3/2)
t X(t) =

∞∑
s=0

s3/2f(s)est,

D
(3/2)
t Z(t) =

∞∑
s=0

s3/2g(s)est. (210)

Section 3: Solving the Smoluchowski equation by
moments

The initial conditions of X(t) are given by

X(0) = 1,

X ′(0) = ⟨s⟩ ,
X ′′(0) =

〈
s2
〉
,

X ′′′(0) =
〈
s3
〉
.

... (31)

With these, k and α could be obtained from the series
expansion of Eq. (28):

X ′(0) + kX(0)− kZ(0) = −αX ′(0),

X ′′(0) + kX ′(0)− kZ ′(0) = 0,

X ′′′(0) + kX ′′(0)− kZ ′′(0) = 2α [X ′(0)]
3
,

... (32)
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One can also show that

Z(0) =

∞∑
s=1

s−3/2
∞∑

s′=s

(s′)
3/2

f(s′)

=

∞∑
s′=1

Ñ
s′∑

s=1

s−3/2

é
(s′)

3/2
f(s′)

=

∞∑
s′=1

H
(3/2)
s′ (s′)

3/2
f(s′)

≃
∞∑

s′=1

Å
ζ

Å
3

2

ã
(s′)

3/2 − 2s′ +
1

2
+ · · ·

ã
f(s′)

≃ ζ

Å
3

2

ã
D

(3/2)
t X(0)− 2X ′(0) · · · (33)

depends on the (3/2)-fractional moment of X(t), which
is coupled to all regular, increasingly large moments
X(0), X ′(0), · · · , thus preventing solving Eq. (28) by

truncating higher moments. Here, H
(r)
s denotes the

harmonic number, and ζ(s) is the Riemann zeta function.
Similarly, we obtain that

Z ′(0) =

∞∑
s′=1

H
(1/2)
s′ (s′)

3/2
f(s′)

≃ 2X ′′(0) + ζ

Å
1

2

ã
D

(3/2)
t X(0) + · · · .

Z ′′(0) =

∞∑
s′=1

H
(−1/2)
s′ (s′)

3/2
f(s′)

≃ 2

3
X ′′′(0) +

1

2
X ′′(0) + · · · .

(34)

Near the phase transition threshold α → α∗, we expect
a power-law component size distribution [as suggested in
Fig. 4(b)], v(s,∞) ∼ s−τ , up to some cutoff smax. This
power-law ansatz gives rise to

f(s) =

®
s−τ+1/H

(τ−1)
smax 0 < s ≤ smax

0 otherwise
, (35)

which allows us to write down the (3/2)-fractional mo-
ment of X(z),

D
(3/2)
t X(0) = H

(τ− 5
2 )

smax /H(τ−1)
smax

, (36)

as well as

X ′(0) = H(τ−2)
smax

/H(τ−1)
smax

,

X ′′(0) = H(τ−3)
smax

/H(τ−1)
smax

. (37)

Together with Eq. (32), we solve for k and α∗ and find:

k =
X ′′(0)

Z ′(0)−X ′(0)

=
H

(τ−3)
smax

2H
(τ−3)
smax + ζ

(
1
2

)
H
(τ− 5

2 )
smax −H

(τ−2)
smax

,

α∗ = k
Z(0)−X(0)

X ′(0)
− 1

= k
ζ
(
3
2

)
H
(τ− 5

2 )
smax − 2H

(τ−2)
smax −H

(τ−1)
smax

2H
(τ−2)
smax

− 1, (38)

which yields

k ≃ 1

2
− 1

2

4− τ

7− 2τ
ζ

Å
1

2

ã
1

√
smax

+ · · · ,

α∗ ≃ 3− τ

7− 2τ
ζ

Å
3

2

ã√
smax

+

ï
−2− (4− τ)(3− τ)

(7− 2τ)2
ζ

Å
1

2

ã
ζ

Å
3

2

ãò
+ · · · .

(39)

Therefore, α∗ ∼ √
smax, as long as τ < 3. For τ ≥ 3,

logarithmic corrections would appear in the dominant
term of α and smear the square-root dependence on smax.

Finally, to fix τ , we consider the third moment of f(s)
[fourth moment of v(s)] in Eq. (32). On the LHS, we
have

X ′′′(0) + kX ′′(0)− kZ ′′(0) ∼ s5−τ
max, (310)

and on the RHS,

2α [X ′(0)]
3 ∼
®(

s3−τ
max

)3
α ∼ s0max

s
1/2
max

(
s3−τ
max

)3
α ∼ s

1/2
max

. (311)

Matching them, we find τ = 2 for small α, but τ = 9/4
when α approaches the critical threshold α∗ ∼ √

smax.

Finally, assuming smax ≃ N , we arrive at the theoret-
ical results in the main paper.

Section 4: Path length balance equation

Alternatively, we can write down the path length
distribution averaged over all components:

p(l) =

∑
s s (s− 1) v(s)pUST(l|s)∑

s s (s− 1) v(s)
. (41)

The factor s (s− 1) represents the probability weight of
uniformly selecting two nodes at random and finding that
they belong to the same component of size s. Therefore,
the average path length of an s-component, averaged over
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all components, is given by

l =
∫∞
0

lp(l)dl =

∑
s s (s− 1) v(s)

√
π/2

√
s∑

s s (s− 1) v(s)
(42)

according to Eq. (12).

Note that at the steady state, one must have l = α, as
long as more then α + 1 components exist. Then, with

the power-law ansatz v(s) ∼ s−τ , we have…
π

2

smax∑
s=1

s
3
2−τ (s− 1) ≈ α∗

smax∑
s=1

s1−τ (s− 1), (43)

with a maximum component size given by smax. Approx-
imating the sum with an integral and s− 1 by s leads to

α∗ ≈ 3− τ

7− 2τ

√
2π

√
smax, (44)

when τ < 3, following the same scaling as derived by the
Smoluchowski equation. Note that the prefactor in α∗ is
again not expected to be precise, as fluctuations cannot
be neglected close to the phase transition.
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